In the classical macroeconomic models constructed by Lucas (1972, 1975) and Barro (1976) , monetary aggregates are assumed to be generated by a logarithmic random walk. This specification implies that all monetary growth is (a) unanticipated and (b) permanent.
As the primary analytical focus of these studies was the construction of expectationally consistent models of the contemporaneous relationship between unobservable monetary shocks, prices and output, this specification was presumably chosen for technical convenience.
However, within this type of model, relaxing the random walk specification potentially leads to real effects of temporary monetary disturbances, a result widely believed to be generally inconsistent with models incorporating rational expectations, on the basis of the discussion of Sargent and ce (1975) .
For the purposes of the present note, we shall be working within a classical macroeconomic model closely resembling Barro (1976) with the following characteristics:
(1) money is the only store of value and bears a fixed (zero) nominal rate of return, (2) output depends positively on the anticipated real rate of return on money, i.e., the expected deflation rate, (1972, 1975) and Barro (1976 
and the expected real return on money is given by
A positive monetary shock is illustrated in Figure 2 . (17) into (7) and (8), the rational expectations solutions for price and expected price are:
and the corresponding solution for output is Note that this requires a reverse transfer to occur in the future, before a full long run equilibrium is reached. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to pursue this line of thought further. 9 The new long run level is found as an infinite sum of changes.
Suppose mt-mt-l > 0, then = 13 + a(l-A) (mt-mt-l) +! member that in the period of unanticipated money growth there is no tendency for output to rise since we assume complete contemporaneous information.
11 The results for output hold throu~hout this section so long as either p -Ep or m -p is in the supply function and they each appear at
